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What is Aperture?

● Aperture serves as a memory aid for people with cognitive 
disabilities

● Allows caretakers to add annotations on objects in the 
surroundings by pointing their smartphone camera at them and 
typing out a message on an app

● Annotations could be reminders to take medication or warnings to 
stay away from hot objects

● Annotations are read out to users when they point their 
smartphone camera at an annotated object

Goal

Offload compute-intensive image matching to a nearby cloudlet to 
conserve constrained resources on the mobile device while 
preserving a seamless user experience
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System Architecture

● Image matching algorithm running on the cloudlet as a cognitive engine 
in the Gabriel[1] framework

● Camera frames sent to the cloudlet, annotations received back

● Matches found using FLANN[2], which performs an approximate 
nearest neighbor search

Background 

● Image matching: matching different views of an object or scene

● Requires computation of distinctive image features that are 
invariant to image scale and rotation
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Future Directions

● Permit more than one annotation to match current camera frame

● Ability to browse through all annotations in the current location

● Specify a “time-to-live” parameter to automatically remove stale 
annotations

● Enhance privacy by limiting access to annotations to specified 
users

Challenges

● Many feature extraction algorithms with good performance 
reported in literature do not have implementations ready to use

● Existing image matching work focuses on different scenarios 
than our use case

● Adapting code that has not been maintained for years involves 
resolving dependency issues and rewriting code

Benchmarks 

● Dataset of 60 images constructed with our use case in mind

● Various feature extraction algorithms compared on their precision and 
recall characteristics (see figure 1)

● KAZE[3] features selected for their high precision and recall, as well as 
low computation time (see figure 2)

Figure 2: Benchmark time for different feature extraction algorithms

Figure 1: Performance of various feature extraction algorithms tested

Scalability

● Image matching time increases with the number of annotations 
added (see figure 3)

● Incorporate location awareness to limit annotation search space

Figure 3: Time taken to find a matching annotation for a given number of 
annotations. By incorporating location awareness, the number of annotations we 
need to search may be much smaller than the total number of annotations added.
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